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Sweetpotato Plant Production

By W. S. ANDERSON, Associate Horticulturist,

Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station

In the production of sweetpotato plants

the essentials to success are good seed

stock, suitable propagating beds, suit-

able bedding medium, proper bedding

meohods, and proper attention to pulling

and care of the plants. In this bulletin

brief consideration is given to each of

these essentials. The information is

designed to be of practical benefit to

Mississippi growers.

GOOD SEED STOCK
Disease Freedom

Seed stock sweeetpotatoes should be

produced so as to be free of all diseases

} which cause decay losses during storage

^and low production of plants in the

ioeds. The best way to be assured of

Ichls is to use vine cuttings for growing

I the seed crop and set these cuttings on

fdlsease-free land. If new land is avail-

lable, it is by all means preferred; but

$if it is not available, use land that has

not grown a crop of sweetpotatoes in

at least five years. The diseases which

cause sweetpotato rots live only on
sweetpotatoes, and if this crop is not

^own on the land for several years the

diseases die.

Seed Size

The roots kept for seed should be the

small sizes from high producing hills.

The work of many investigators as well

as the experience of growers show that

the small roots produce more plants per

bushel than the large roots. During 1935,

1936 and 1937 work was done by this

station to compare the sprouting of

roots 1 to IV2 inches thick and those

2 to 3V2 inches thick. The Triumph
variety was used in these experiments

and the yielding ability of the plants

from the two sizes of seed stock was
compared. The results of these ex-

periments are presented briefly in ta-

bles 1, 2, and 3.

FIOTIRR 1—OOOD SERI) STOCK ROOTS

These data show that while there were

more plants produced per root by the

larger seed, these plants were not sig-

nificantly larger than those produced by

the smaller seed. Almost twice as

much weight of root of the larger seed

was required to produce a plant as of

the smaller seed. The small seed pro-

duced more plants per bushsl early in

the season and for the entire season

than the large seed. While the differ-

ence of 312 plants per bushel may seem
small, it is a significant difference. It

means that one fourth less seed stock of

the small size need be bedded for a giv-

en number of plants, or that one fourth

more plants will be produced by the

small se€d.

Figure 1 shows a good hill of Triumph
seed size roots. This hill contains 10

roots, each approximately 1 inch in

thickness. It came from a field of vine

cuttings set June 5 after an oat crop,

and dug October 27, yielding approxi-

mately 150 bushels per acre.
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Harvest Date

Sweetpotatoes that are to be used for

seed should by all means be harvested

before any frost occurs. Results of ex-

periments by Lauritzen (3) show that

sweetpotatoes do not need to be frozen or

"frosL bitten" to be injured so that lit-

tle or no sprouting occurs. If they are

chilled by temporary exposure to tem-

peratures below 40°P. they may not

sprout. The roots do not freeze until

their temperature reaches 29° P.. When
the vines are injured by frost the roots

are likely to be chilled so that although

they do not rot in storage, they may be

useless as seed stock.

Handling Seed Stock

Experiments were conducted by this

station in 1935 and 1936 in which two

lots of 7 bushels each of the Triumph
variety were handled during harvest so

that bruising of the roots was more se-

vere in one lot than in the other. The
roots of one lot were placed into crates

directly from the plowed-up row and

designated ''carefully" handled, while in

the other lot the roots were thrown

from three adjacent rows into the cen-

ter row forming a "heap" row, and

then taken up into crates. This lot

was designated "commercially" handled,

because many growers harvest their

crops in this way.

Methods Compared
The two lots were placed in a good

storage house and the temperature kept

at approximately 85^ F. for 12 days. The
temperature was maintained at approx-

imately 55° P. after curing until bedding

time. Both lots were weighed and ex-

amined for rots at the end of the cur-

ing period, at two 30-day intervals dur-

ing storage and at the end of the storage

period.

The data in table 4 show that the

differences in shrinkage between the

two lots were very striking for all pe-

riods of storage. ''Carefully" handled

sweetpotatoes shrank only 16.67 per-

cent, while those "commercially" handled

shrank 26.28 percent. There was more
shrinkage of both lots during the curing

period and the first month thereafter

than later. This was to be expected

because effective curing reduces water

loss. Because of this effective curing

also, the amount of rots was so smaD
as to be unimportant and was about

the same in both lots.

Value of Careful Handling

The data on plant production is shown
in tables 5 and 6. The difference of 1354

plants per bushel in favor of the

"carefully" handled lot is very striking.

"Carefully" handled seed stock produced

over twice as many plants per bushel

Of even greater importance to grow-

ers is the difference between the two

lots in the production of early plants.

Figure 2 shows the appearance of the

two lots in the bed at the time of the

first pulling of plants. From table 6

it is noted that in the first three pull-

ings 766 plants were obtained from the

carefully handled lot and only 201

from the "commercially" handled lot.

If the grower produces plants for sale,

the additional 565 plants obtained from

the "carefully" handled lot would great-

ly affect his profit because of the higher

price usually received for early plants.

The price per thousand plants

is usually reduced as the season ad-

vances, so that the last three pullings

shown in the table might be considered

as having no sale value.

These results indicate a saving to the

grower in storage and bedding space

needed for production of early plants.

Furthermore, they indicate a direct

Increased profit to the grower who pro-

duces plants for setting on his own
farm. The commercial grower would or-

dinarily set plants from the first five

pullings in table 6. If so, he would

be able to set 11,180 plants or about one

acre from 10 bushels of "carefully"

handled seed, and only 4,780 plants or
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TABLE 1—EFFECT OF SIZE OF SEED STOCK ON PLANT PRODUCTION OF THE
TRIUMPH SWEETPOTATO; SUMMARY OF THREE YEARS RESULTS

Seed No. Plants Grams Root No. Plants Per
Size Per Root Per Plant 60 lb. Bushel

1935 1931 1937^ 1935 1936 1937 1935 r936 1937_

Large 12.7 15^8 52 ^22.4 21.6 54.1 1215 1255 502"

Small _ 6.6 8.3 4.1 17.5 12.4 23.6 1612 2190 1152

Difference 6.1 7.5 1.1 4.9 9.2 20.5 397 935 650

TABLE 2—EFFECT OF SIZE OF SEED STOCK ON EARLINESS OF SPROUTING
AND TOTAL PLANT PRODUCTION OF THE TRIUMPH SWEETPOTATO,

3-YEAR AVERAGE

Plants Produced Per Bushel Total
by 10-Day Periods Plants

Seed Size ~1 2 3 Per 60 lb. bu.

Large 219 243 383 845

Small 256 265 636 1157
Difference in favor of small seed 37 22 253 312

TABLE 3—EFFECT OF SIZE OF SEED STOCK ON YIELD OF THE TRIUMPH
SWEETPOTATO; 2-YEAR AVERAGE

Plot Seed Yield Per Acre in 60 lb. bu.

Pair Size Jumbo No. 1 No. 2 Culls Total

1 -Large 62 195 28 19 304
Small 49 194 31 12 286

2. - .-..Large 11 217 25 14 267
Small 29 215 25 13 282

3 .....Large 15 203 26 26 270
Small 12 202 19 21 254

4. - - Large 40 195 29 21 285
Small 47 159 32 17 265

Average . - Large 27 202 27 20 276
Small 34 192 27 15 268

TABLE 4—INFLUENCE OF HANDLING SWEETPOTATOES ON LOSS IN WEIGHT
DURING STORAGE—AVERAGE OF TWO YEARS' RESULTS

Per Cent
Per Cent Loss in Weight During Rots by

Treatment Various Periods Weight
Curing First Second Third Entire

'Carefully" handled 6.69 1.59 1.73 1.40 16.67 0.77
'Commercially" handled 11.58 3.66 2 68 2.51 26.28 1.38
Difference in favor of

"Carefully" handled 4.89 2.07 0.95 1.11 9.61 0.61

TABLE 5—INFLUENCE OF HANDLING SWEETPOTATOES ON PLANT
PRODUCTION—AVERAGE OF TWO YEARS RESULTS

Plants
per

Treatment Root

Weight of
Plants
(grams)

Plants per
60 pound
Bushel

"Carefully" handled 12.83

"Commercially" handled 7.32

Difference in favor of "carefully" handled 5.51

5.15

5.39

—0.24

2371

1017
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about one-third of an acre from 10 bushels

of "commercially" handled seed. This

means that a grower would need to bed 30

bushels of "commercially" handled seed

10 be sure of producing enough plants

to set an early acre.

The grower who practices "careful"

handling can expect to have higher

yields, bzcause of the assurance thai

he will be able to set plants early. Ex-

periments in the coastal section of

South Carolina (2) have shown that suc-

cessive 2-week delays in planting from

May 15 to July 15 result in successively

lower yields for the respective plantings

of approximately 30 bushels of No. I's

and 50 bushels total per acre per 2-week

int-srval. The July 15 plantings yield-

ed only one-third as many bushels of No.

1 grade and total of all sizes as did

the May 15 plantings.

Decreases in percentage of No. I's were

less striking than loss in bushels of No.

I's in delayed planting. Lat-e planting

very markedly decreased the yield and

percentage of Jumbos and increased the

percentage of No. 2 grade. Similar re-

sults can be expected from sections of

Mississippi where sweetpotatoes are

grown.

FJGUIiE 5—FIELD AND STORAGE CKATES

Fi<?ure 2—Effect of handling seed stock on plant production, "Commercially" handled lot at left,

"Carefully" handled at ri^ht. Photographed on day of first pulling from "Carefully" handled lot, four

weeks from date of bedding.
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TABLE 6—INFLUENCE OF HANDLING SWEETPOTATOES ON EARLINESS
OF SPROUTING, 1936

No. of Plants per 60 lb. bu. Seed at Various Pullings123456789 Total

•Carefully" handled .269 213 284 160 192 137 139 158 185 1737
•Commercially" handled 0 65 136 125 152 109 135 127 135 984
Difference in favor of

"carefully" handled 269 148 148 35 40 28 4 31 50 753

Curing and Storing

The object of curing sweetpotatoes is

to heal wounds as quickly as possible

and hasten the thickening of the skin

to give protection against rot fungi.

Wounds heal most rapidly at tempera-

tures between 80° and 85° F. and a rela-

tive humidity of 90 per cent. Effective

hsaling will take place in about ten days

when sweetpotatoes are kept under these

conditions.

The old idea of curing was that by

driving off a lot of moisture the roots

were protected from rottin»3. It is known
now that the old, drying-out process

was wrong. The newer conception is to

keep the roots in a moist atmosphere

during curing so as to aid the healing

process and to prevent excessive loss of

moisture. Only enough ventilation should

be given to prevent moisture from form-

ing in drops on the sweetpotatoes or on

the walls in the curing house. This

conception of the curing of sweetpotatoes

is tha result of exhaustive experiments

by Artschwager and Starrett (1), Laur-

itzen and Harter (4), and Lauritzen (5).

As soon as the curing period is over

(in about ten days) the temperature

of the house should be gradually re-

duced in about two days to around 55°

F. If the temperature is lowered too

quickly, moisture will condense in the

hou.se arid rots may start to develop

if sporei; are present. This tempera-

ture should be maintained as nearly

as pracT-icable throu»^'hout the storage

period. The relative humidity should

be kept as nearly as possible to 85 or

90 per cent. An instrument for deter-

mining humidity and costing about $5.00

is helpful but not absolutely necsssary.

If the house is properly con-srructed

and well insulated, it is not difficult to

maintain the drsired conditions by ma-
nipulation of ventilators and by keep-

ing pans on the floor filled with water

when the humidity drops below 75 per-

cent.

Curing and Store House

Any type of building structure that

will allow for ventilation when needed

and in which the temperature and hu-

midity can be reasonably well controlled

is suitable for use as a sweetpotato

storage house. Any house should be

provided with some method of heating

during curing and during cold periods

Fiuure o— Locf fiouse built at a low cost and used

for seed stock storag:e by one Mississippi grower.

Roots are stored in crates set on poles to raise

diem off the ground.
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in the storage season. Figure 3 illus-

trates a cheaply built log house, which

is very satisfactory as a storage house.

Figure 4 shows the detailed plan of a

more expensive storage house.

Such houses may be bui^" in various

sizes to suit the need, ranging from 100

bushels to 20,000 bushels or more. The
plan in figure 4 is for a 1,000 bushel

capacity house, and is similar in con-

struction to those larger and smaller.

It is practicable in well drainsd loca-

tions to utilize basement or pit stor-

age houses for the storing of sweetpo-

tatoes. These are entirely satisfactory if

they are arranged so that proper heat

and ventilation are possible.

All storage houses or pits must be

made rat and mouse proof, because these

animals do much damage by gnawini^

into cured roots, opening to infection

fresh wounds after curing. Banking

sweetpotatoes should not be depended

upon for storage undsr any circum-

stances. Crates instead of bins should

be used in any storage house. Figure

5 illustrates a very substantial storage

crate which with careful handling will

last many years. This crate is 12x12x23

inches inside and will hold when filled

level 60 pounds of freshly dug sweet-

potatoes.

PROPAGATION BEDS
Several kinds of propagating beds may

be used, depending upon the needs or

size of operations of the grower. When
a high total yield is desired, plants

must be set early. Early plants can be

produced in hot-beds made by any one

of several plans. Where sufficient quan-

tities of fresh horse and mule manure
are available, a good manure-heated

hotbed can be made. Otherwise, various

flue-type hotbeds can be made. These

may be hsated by smoke from wood

burning in a fire box at one end being

conducted under the bed. Several types

of flue beds have been used in Missis-

sippi, and the grower may choose the

type best suited to his needs.

Hotbsds may also be built so that heat

is supplied by steam or hot water being

conducted under the bed through iron

pipes. Steam may also be exhausted

into 3-inch drain tiles laid underneath

the bed. In any kind of bed a cloth

cover made of light weight sheeting

should be provided. This cover is es-

sential to prevent the coolin»g effects of

spimg rains and the rapid loss of mois-

ture by evaporation, and to maintain

high humidity in the bed. Sweetpota-

toes sprout better at high humidities.

Though more expensive, glass sashes

conserve more heat and exclude less sun-

light than cloth covers.

Single Ditch Flue Hotbed

Figure 6 illustrates a flue bed which

is very simple in construction. This

bed should be not longsr than 50 feet

nor wider than 6 feet. To improve

drainage from the flue and to help the

draft without a tall smoke stack, this

bed should be built on a slope with the

stack at the higher end. This bed is

satisfactory, howeV'Sr, when built on lev-

el locations, but a drainage ditch must

be provided at the fire-box end and

the stack must be about 10 feet high.

As the sketch in figure 6 shows, the

flue of this bed consists simply of a

ditch 3 feet wide, with the sides cut

sloping to prevent caving. This ditch is

dug in the center of an excavated area

which is the same width as the bed.

This excavated area is dug out 18

inches deep at the fire-box end and

6 inches deep at the stack end. Some
old pieces of junk iron, such as can

be found at any junked automobile

dumping ground, should be used to cover

12 to 15 feet of the ditch at the fire

end. Poles, slabs, boards or any-

thing convenient that will carry the

weight of the soil can be used to cov-

er the remaining part of the ditch. Four

12- inch boards nailed together to form

a box makes a good smoke stack and

can be easily transported and used
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from year to year. Clay soil is best

for the covering over the flue because

it can be tamped until firm and will

heat more uniformly than ordinary san-

dy loam.

In the more temporary type structures

the side walls of this bed are mads of

poles, the bedding medium is of new
top soil, and at the end of the season

nothing is salvaged for use another year

except the cover, stack, and irons at the

fire box. The temporary bed is built

at a new location the next year or in

a location where new or disease-free

soil is available.

Tile Flue Hotbed

Fiijure 7 illustrates a flue bed which

is somewhat more permanent in struc-

ture but more expensive to build than

the bed illustrated in figure 6. In this

bed the flues are 8- inch drain tiles.

The bed may be wider if more flues

are installed. This bed, too, should

not be longer than 50 feet. An old

50-gallon oil drum with one end cut out

makes a good fire box for this type

bed. If a completely permanent struc-

ture is desired, the fire box can be built

of fire brick and the walls of the bed

of concrete or brick. In any event

the tiles should be covered with well

compacted clay.

Flue Hotbed with Flues above

Ground

Figure 8 illustrates a flue bed which

has not been used generally by Mis-

sissippi growers, but has proven to be a

very satisfactory structure where tried.

Several of these beds built by the Mis-

sissippi Experiment Station and the

Sweetpotato Growers Cooperative As-

sociation at the Laurel Starch Plant

have produced plants satisfactorily. This

type bed may be 10 or 12 feet wide, but

not longer than 50 feet. Here again it

should be emphasized that the soil cov-

ering over the hot air space should be

well compacted clay. The fire should

be 10 feet from the edge of the bed,

and the firebox should be 4 x 4 feet.

The combustion chamber should be wid-

ened toward the bed so that the smoke
may enter the air space throughout the

width of the bed.

If made of good lumber, concrete or

brick, this type bed would last indefi-

nitely with little or no repairs. Made
of 2-inch rouijh cheap lumber (about

1200 boardfeet) it should last for at

least three years without repairs. Heat
is more uniformly distributed in this

type bed than in either the ditch-flue

or tile-flue types.

Two-Ditch Flue Type Hotbed
Figure 9 illustrates still another type

of flue bed which has been used quite

generally by commercial growers in south

Mississippi. The bed is similar to the

one illustrated by figure 7, differing

from it mainly by the sloped ditches in-

stead of tiles serving as flues. This

is a less expensive bed than the tile-

flue bed, and if made of good lumber it

will last for several years. Similar to

the bed in figure 7, drainage from the

flues and fire box and the draft will be

improved if this bed is built on a slope

with the fire box located at the lower

end. However, if the fire box is low-

ered by digging down for the oil drum
so that its bottom is about two feet be-

low the level of the bottom of the stack,

and if care is taken to &2e that the

soil is banked tightly around the

bed so that there are no air leaks, suf-

ficient draft will be obtained.

In this bed it is advisable, althouijh

not absolutely essential, to arrange for

a draft control vent over the combuS'

tion chamber as illustrated. It can be

partly or completely covered by a small

piece of tin, as required to obtain the

proper draft through the bed. All of

the smoke should go through the flues

and should come out of the stack prac-

tically cool. If it comes out cool, all of

the heat is being absorbed by the bed.
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€ B
Figure 10—Two-Ditch Flue Bed in various stages of construction:

A. The surface soil has been dug out of the two ditches and the furnace pit completed.

B. The ditches have been completed and covered with poles. The smoke stack has been set up,

stakes have been driven in the center to support the ridge pole, and an oil drum with other

junk iron has been placed in the furnace pit.

C. The soil has been thrown over the poles and furnace and the bed is ready for the walls of the

frame structure.

D. The bed, less cover, during plant growing season.
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FICaiRE 11—TWO-DITCH FLUE BEDS WITH COVERS REMOVED, NOTE EVEN GROWTH OF PLANTS

LJ^a iiK lli— I'AKT OK A (aiOLP OF '2 4 TWO-DITCH FLUE BEDS. WITHOUT COVERS.
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and the maximum benefit is being ob-

tained from the fire.

This bed is usuaUy built 7 feet wide

outside measurement. The bedding me-

dium length is 30 feet. Because it pro-

vides a very even distribution of heat

throughout, this bed is especially good

for use in producing very early plants-

Figures lOA, lOB, and IOC show a

two-ditch flue bed in various stages of

construction and lOD shows the same

bed (from the stack end) in the middle

of the plant growing season. Unpeeled

poles were ussd with satisfactory re-

sults in this bed, and practically no

cash outlay was necessary. Figure 11

shows two such beds during the grow-

ing season, and figure 12 shows 24 of

these without covers.

Electric Heating for Hotbed

Where electric current is cheap enough

to be us^d for heating hotbsds, electric

beds may be constructed for sweetpota-

to plant growing. Detailed plans and

instructions for building and operating

an electric hotbed are given in Exten-

sion Bulletin 106, which can be had by

writins ths Horticultural Department,

Extension Service, State College, Missis-

sippi. Electric hotbeds have a distinct ad-

vantage over any other kind in that

the heat is automatically controlled,

keeping an even temperature at all

times.

BEDDING MATERIALS
Soil, sand or sawdust may be used as

a bedding material. Some growers find

that a mixture of equal parts of sand
nnd sawdust mak£s a good bedding ma-
terial.

If sandy loam soil that has not be-

fore grown sweetpotatoes or plants is

used, clean plants can be produced. Soil

requires less fertilizer application than
SD,nd or sawdust, and less frequent wa-
tering than sand. Sawdust beds hold
heat longer than soil or sand beds.

However, if no bottom heat is used, saw-

dust bids warm up very slowly by the

heat of the sun on the surface. Sand
beds get too hot in the latter part of

the season unless partly shaded in the

middle of the day, and they cool down
more quickly during the night than ei-

ther soil or sawdust beds. The root

systems of plants produced in sawdust

are larger than those of plants produced

in soil or sand. Soil produces larger

root systems than sand- If sawdust

is used, the older the better. New saw-

dust is too coarse for bedding material.

Sawdust is more easily transported, is

easier handled in the beds, and lends

itself more easily to steam sterilization

than soil or sand.

Sterilizing the Bedding

Medium

Any of these bedding materials can

b2 easily disinfected with chemicals. No
bedding material should be used the

second time without being sterilized with

steam or treated with bluestone (copper

sulphate) solution according to the di-

rections of the Mississippi State Plant

Board. If disease occurs in an area in

the bed after sprouting starts, the sweet-

potatoes and bedding material should be

removed for several feet around the in-

fected spot and burned. This space

should then be disinfected with blue-

stone (copper sulphate) solution.

Three Bedding Mediums

Compared

During 1937 comparison was made by

the Mississippi Experiment Station ol

sand, sawdust and good sandy loam soil

as bedding material in a flue-heated

cloth-covered hotbed. Plants were pulled

at weekly intervals and water was ap-

plied only after each pulling. The re-

sults are givsn in table 7 and show

very striking differences in favor of
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A B

Figure 13—Plants Grown in Various bedding materials.

Upper: A. Bundles of 25 plants, 1937 from 1, sand bed; 2, sawdust bed; 3, soil bed.

Upper: B. Plants from sawdust bed, 1938.

Lower Left: Plants from sand bed, 1938.

Lower Right: Plants from soil bed, 1938.
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Fijiure 14—Plants in sawdust Iiotbed. Left not fertilized, right fertilized after previous pulling

TABLE 7—PRODUCTION OF TRIUMPH SWEETPOTATO PLANTS BY DIFFERENT
BEDDING MATERIALS IN A HOTBED, 1937

Number Plants per 60 lb. bu Seed Bedded

Material Early Midseason Late Total
Soil 460 402 565 1427
Sawdust 145 184 223 472
Sand 0 186 304 490

TABLE 8—PRODUCTION OF TRIUMPH SWEETPOTATO PLANTS BY DIFFERENT
BEDDING MATERIALS IN A GREENHOUSE BENCH, 1938

Number Plants per 60 lb. bu Seed Bedded
Material Early Midseason Late Total

Soil 634 1142 ^940 2716
Sawdust 715 1079 1038 2832
Sand „ 623 1274 1151 3048

TABLE 9—EFFECT OF THE SIZE OF PLANTS ON YIELD OF THE TRIUMPH
SWEETPOTATO, AVERAGE OF THREE YEARS' RESULTS

Plot Plant Yield per Acre in 60 lb. bu.

Pair Size Jumbo No. 1 No. 2 Culls Total

1 Large 7 297 36 21 343
Small 10 218 24 23 275

2 -Large 14 245 39 21 319
Small 13 275 33 17 338

3 .-Large 15 304 36 29 284

Small 16 224 25 16 281

4.. . Large 6 291 33 21 251
Small 22 274 48 24 368

verage Large 10 279 36 23 324
Small 15 248 32 20 315
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soil under the conditions of the experi-

ment.

In 1938 this experiment was repeated

but the sweetpotatoes wsre bedded in a

raised bench in the Greenhouse over hot

water pipes, each material was watered

as often as npeded, and pullings were

made more frequently than in 1937 or,

every 4 to 7 days. The results, given

in table 8, show that these bedding ma-

terials produce about the same number

of plants when given uniform heat con-

tinuously and water as needed. Figure

13 shows typical plants from the three

materials in the 1937, and the 1938 tests.

It is noted from the tables that the

various materials produced many more

plants in the 1938 work than in the 1937

work. The lack of agreement between

the two years' results can be explained

by the difference in the handling of the

beds in the two years- In 1938 uniform

heat was applied by the hot water pipes,

whil3 considerable variation in the tem-

perature occurred in the outdoor hotbed

used in 1937. A uniform temperature

of about 85° F. day and night is im-

portant in good plant production. The

way the beds were watered also contrib-

uted to the difference between the two

years' results.

Each material was watered in 1938

whenever it needed water, but in 1937 no

water was appHed except after each

plant pulling. The mulching and water-

holding properties of sawdust helped the

plant production of that bed in 1937.

Furthermore, nitrogen fertilizer was ap-

plied at 2-week intervals during the

plant pulling p:riod to the sand and

sawdust beds in 1938, but no fertilizer

was applied to the beds in 1937. There-

Tore, it can be said that if sand and

sawdust are properly watered and given

fertilizer as needed, and used in a

bed where the heat is applied uniform-

ly, as good plant production can be

expected as from soil.

GROWING AND HANDLING

Seed should be bedded about one

month before plants are desired for set-

ting. From 10 to 15 bushels of seed

should be bedded for each acre expected

to be set from the bed, depending upon

the size of the seed and the earliness of

setting in the field. A bushel of seed

when properly laid so that the roots do

not touch, will occupy approximately 10

square feet of bed space: thus, the stan-

dard bed 10 x 50 feet will provide space

for approximately 50 bushels, or 1 bush-

el per linear foot. Never bed large and

small seed together, as small ssed may
De covered too deep. When ready to

oed, the grower should look carefully

through the seed stock and discard any

roots that have dark spots or show any

signs of disease whatsoever. This pre-

caution may save much trouble later

on.

The roots should be dipped for 10

minutes in a solution of 1 ounce of bi-

chloride of mercury dissolved in 8 gal-

Ions of water immediately before bed-

ding. Because this material dissolves

very slowly in cold water, it should be

placed in about 2 gallons of hot water

and allowed to completely dissolve. The
2 gallons can then be added to the re-

mainder of the water in a wooden tub

or barrel. Use only wooden, glass, or

stone vessels for this chemical.

Bedding Seed Stock

The bed should be warmed up to around
85° F. before the seed are placed in the

bed. The roots should be covered with

3 inches of bedding medium. Thermo-
meters ought to be placed in the bed

so that frequent readings of the tem-

perature can be made and the heat ap-

plied accordingly. Use two thermom-
eters, placing one in the coldest and one

In the hottest place in the bed. The
bed should be kept around 85° F. It

IS better to keep a slow fire steadily

burning than to let the bed cool down
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Figure 15—Poor and good plants.

A. Plants too small for setting.

B. Plants grown from seed bedded too shallow, causing insufficient root system.

C. Excellent plants.

D. Plants having roots too long, because of deep bedding.

E. Plant too large for setting.

ind then try to heat it up quickly with

1 big fire. Watering should be done

as often as is necessary to keep the me-
dium moist around the roots. Usually

one good watering per week is sufficient

for soil or sawdust beds, but sand will

need two or more waterings. The covers

should not be opens d except durin»2 the

day time for two days just prior to pull-

ing dates, to allow plants to become
hardened to the sun.

Pulling Plants
Large plants are better than small

plants because they transplant more suc-

cessfully and usually yield more potatoes

than small plants- See table 9. The
first plants usually reach the best size

for setting (e to 0 inches with good root

system) in about four weeks from the

bedding of the seed, under good sprout-

ing conditions. Successive pullings can

be made at 5- to 7-day intervals. Im-

mediately after each pulling the beds

should be given an application of a

nitrate fertilizer at the rate of 2 pounds

per bed 10 feet x 50 feet, watered, and
the covers closed. If good soil is used

for bedding fertilizing may not be nec-

essary.

Figure 14 shows effects of fertilizer

upon a sawdust bed. Figure 15 shows

poor and good plants for setting. Very

largs plants and those having very long

root systems are not satisfactorily set

with transplanting machines.
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Care of Plants

As soon as the plants are pulled, their

roots should be immersed in 20-20-50

Bordeaux mixture and then heeled out

in damp sawdust in partial shade until

they are set or shipped. Experiments

by Miles (6) show that this treatment

prevents spread of black rot in the

heeling-out bed or in th-e crates during

shipment. Roots of plants should never

be allowed to dry out, as this results

in delayed starting of growth in the

field. The plants can be prevented from

severe wilting by covering them with wet

burlap ba»3s during the interval between

pulling and setting in the field.

Attention to these details means the
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